
Government/Economics Course Overview 

2019-2020 Government/Economics with Mr. Fox 
 
Welcome back, I’m delighted to be your instructor this year! 
 
In this core curriculum course, students will learn of the history and evolution of the present-day 
United States government and economic systems as they developed since the founding of our 
country. Specifically, students will understand how the practices of the past formed the 
foundation of our own democratic system in the United States and the relationship between 
modern governments with the current global market economy. 
 
In order to aid you in this, you will be utilizing a curriculum-approved text - the Prentice-Hall 
Civics: Government and Economics in Action Textbook -  which provides a professional 
commentary on the subject. Using this text as an introduction, you will learn how to analyze, 
summarize, and cite historical information in the same way a historian would. In addition, 
you will acquire and refine formal vocabulary to help you relay this information. Finally, in 
order to assess your understanding, you will be able to compare and contrast primary and 
secondary historical sources, in both informal and formal writing throughout the year. 
 
In order to provide structure, the daily routine of Gov/Econ is broadly as follows: 

10min Lecture on Daily Reading; Lesson Goals 
30min Daily Reading (Primary/Secondary Sources; C3 - “Read like a Historian”) 

Discussion Activity (Discussion Questions; Vocabulary; Supplemental Reading) 
10min Student Debrief (Main Ideas and Meeting Goals) and Exit Tickets 
 

Near the end of each school marking period, the regular weekly schedule will be suspended in 
order to give all students time to research and write on a historical topic. This historical topic will 
reference previous readings from the semester, and is an assessment of the student’s 
developing skills throughout the year. 

 
Student Goals through the Course: 

● Develop vocabulary skills to independently read a Historical Text 
● Analyze, Summarize, and Cite Information from a Historical Text 
● Compare and Contrast Historical Texts to determine historical and author biases 
● Integrate Quantitative and Qualitative Data Sources to understand a Historical Text 

 
  

 



Class Rules and Expectations 

General Classroom Rules 
We adhere to school regulations as indicated by the Coleman Community Junior/Senior High 
School Handbook, with the following emphasis within the classroom: 

● Mutual Respect and Courtesy - in an effective classroom, all are held to the highest 
standards of social conduct. Treat others with respect, and respect will be returned. 
Those students who have difficulties meeting this expectation will receive a verbal 
warning, but if the negative behavior continues, you may expect a call/email home as 
well as possible time in the Responsibility Center. For severe infractions, students will be 
required to be present during an emergency Parent-Teacher conference. 

● Cellular Device Restrictions - please do not bring any cellular devices into the 
classroom. Emergency contacts can be reached at the Jr./Sr. High School Office. 

 
The Impact of COVID-19 on the Classroom: 
As you might imagine, due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, some of the usual classroom 
activities will be altered to promote the safety and wellness of our students and staff. Some 
things to think about when you return to the classroom: 

● Have Classroom Materials Prepared - make sure that you have your own classroom 
materials, such as a pencil, an eraser, a notebook and a folder. Because we are trying to 
avoid personal contact with one another, you are not to share classroom material. 

● Have Personal Materials Prepared - masks will be mandatory in the classroom, but we 
will also take opportunities to take "Mask Breaks", periods where we will step outside of 
the classroom to get a breath of fresh air - so please bring clothes suitable for being 
outside as well as a water bottle to keep hydrated. Water bottles are to be placed under 
your desk during class time, so as to avoid spilling or damage. 

● Maintaining Social Distancing - while six feet is the optimal distance between people 
according to the CDC, this will prove difficult in a classroom setting. As such, do your 
best to avoid direct contact with those around you, and use your common sense when 
moving around the classroom. 

● Online Learning - due to the possibility of our needing to return to distance learning 
through the year, we will all become versed in the use of Google Classroom, and some 
assignments and readings can be completed online rather than being done in-person. 

● Do Your Best - Pandemic or not, my expectation of each student is to make an earnest 
effort to make the best of things both in and out of the classroom. In these imperfect and 
volatile times, we will grow and become better than what we were the day before. 

 
 
  



Class Rules and Expectations 

Homework and Grading 
● When weekly classwork is assigned, it is expected that students will turn them in on the 

Friday of that week. Please make sure that homework is given directly to the instructor at 
the beginning of class. If homework is late, expect a 10% deduction from the final grade 
for each day it is late. 

● The standard grading scale is used for Government/Economics. 
● Exams are held in January and June during the school year, covering information from 

the previous semester. Semester grades are determined by averaging your two Marking 
Period grades and the Exam grade. 

 
Contact Information 

● Please email if you have any questions or concerns at afox@colemanschool.net 
● I will send monthly updates on student progress and classroom updates via email. 

mailto:afox@colemanschool.net

